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What in store for everyone this year's Lit Fest?
DIPSITES have proven everyone right yet again with their overwhelming participation in
the Literary Week that commenced today and will showcase many new talents blooming
up in the coming days. The day marked the beginning of the Literary Week with students
actively participating in numerous activities like Read an E-book, Write and Recite, your
own Symposium, and the list is on. The Fest is for a week and aimed to kindle students'
interest in Literature and promote a healthy, constructive growth in Foundational Literacy.
That's the we help learners develop productive skills.

Much to the expectation and excitement of all the inmates
of Delhi World Public School, Noida Extension, the
students of the first batch of the school have soared high in
their scores in the Senior Secondary Board result, adding
pride, pleasure and inexplicable delight for their parents,
school management and their faculty members.
The brilliant first batch of Class XII students of DWPS were
sure to excel and eventually they have proved their mettle.
The sweet reward of diligence of the
students is here to witness. It will surely
enthral you to see that the students
scored well following all the guidelines
and restrictions laid by CBSE.
The entire DWPS team congratulates
the parents and their wards and wishes
all the students the very best for all their
future endeavours.
An analysis of the result is being shared
for perusal.

With the establishment of the EU Club at Delhi World Public School, Noida Extension, the
council members have geared up to embark on a new journey full of adventure and challenges.
The student council has proposed a framework for the smooth function of the council. Today, the
first interaction with His Excellency the DCM of EU Delegation in India, Mr. Raimund Magis,
with the EU Student Council members was fruitful and informative.

Astronomy is useful because it raises us above
ourselves; it is useful because it is grand; …. It
shows us how small is man's body, how great
his mind, since his intelligence can embrace the
whole of this dazzling immensity, where his
body is only an obscure point, and enjoy its
silent harmon.
A wonderful and interactive session was conducted today on Astronomy. It was conducted by
SPACE India Ltd. The facilitators gave many useful information related with the Solar system
and the universe.

SPIC MACAY Cinema Classics presented
Seven Samurai (1954) film by Akira
Kurosawa.
The film won numerous international awards
and recognitions and remains as the gold
standard for action movies across the world.
The screening was followed by an interaction
session with Shri Anil Zankar (National Award
winning Film maker, Teacher and Writer).
It was happy learning and a wonderful time with
the family and fun together

Delhi world public school Noida extension Started Book Donation Drive with different societies
in nearby vicinity, the society which was covered on the first day were Gaur Saundriyam, Nirala
State, Eco village 1, Arihent Arden, Ace City, Paramount emotion and Ace Aspire. We thank all
the resident, Parents and community connect team who made this event a huge success. The
Glimpses of this drive gives us a feeling of joy of contributing to our society in a better manner.
DWPS NE requests you to come and join us in our noble mission of creating Mini libraries in
collaboration with you in various Residential societies and adopting a government school in the
vicinity through the initiative of Book Donation Drive under the school Community Connect
Programme.

The eating habits of children pick up when they are young will help them to maintain a healthy
lifestyle when they are adults. To instill Healthy Eating Habits in DWPS Noida extension
Preprimary children we conducted Sprout Salad Activity, by this learning took a new Healthy
dimension.

